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The 2016-17 financial year has been one of both consolidation and 
renewal for Beyond Zero Emissions. 

We continued to lead the way with the release 
of our Electric Vehicle report. We showed that 
moving our urban fleet of cars to 100% electric 
vehicles within ten years is an affordable and 
achievable way of removing 6% of Australia’s 
carbon emissions.

The report captured the interest of many 
Australians. All our launches were well 
attended, and we received great media 
coverage. The Queensland Government in 
particular embraced our vision, with the 
Minister for Energy, the The Honourable Mark 
Bailey, releasing a media release welcoming 
the report, and noting that “... we’ll be looking 
closer at this report as we develop policies 
around electric vehicles and our low carbon 
future.”

Our new Chief Executive Officer, Vanessa 
Petrie, joined us in January. Vanessa brings a 
strong focus on collaboration and engagement 
-  a high priority for the Board. Building support 
for a rapid transition to zero emissions is more 
important than ever, and it’s critical that BZE 
continues to build strong partnerships with 
our volunteers, collaborators, governments, 
businesses and community to maximise the 
impact of our work. 

We commenced our research into zero carbon 
industry - a sector that contributes 21% of 

Australia’s carbon emissions, and yet receives 
very little focus from policy makers and climate 
leaders. Our early research into decarbonising 
cement production quickly showed that 
our work will be ground-breaking, firmly 
positioning Beyond Zero Emissions’ into what 
we do best: Unique research that opens up the 
space for decision makers and climate leaders 
to champion carbon innovation that benefits 
Australia, and the planet.

Zero Carbon Communities continues to grow. 
We started a partnership with three new 
communities - Baw Baw, Nillumbik and Benella 
- to develop transition plans for achieving zero 
emissions in their local energy and buildings 
sector. 

This year we lost a treasured Beyond Zero 
Emissions volunteer, Jennifer Bates, who was 
killed in a tragic road accident in December 
2016. Jen was passionate about the 
environment, and her energy and enthusiasm 
helped BZE Team Newcastle become one of our 
most active teams. Jen’s family encouraged her 
many admirers and friends to donate to our 
industry research, and these donations have 
helped make our industry project a reality. We 
are honoured to dedicate our industry work 
to Jen, and to continue her passion for a zero 
carbon Australia. 

Message from the Chair and Chief Executive Officer

Finally, thank you to our Beyond Zero Emissions 
community who make our work possible with 
their time, and their generous donations. We 
would also like to acknowledge and thank our 
major project funders for the year: The Pace 
Foundation, Stephen Whately, the Melliodora 
Fund (sub-fund of the Australian Communities 
Foundation), The Robert Hicks Foundation, 
managed by Equity Trustees, the Lord Mayor’s 
Charitable Foundation, Hamer Family Fund, 
and WSP I Parsons Brinckerhoff (in-kind).

Beyond Zero Emissions is bold. Our research 
- powered by volunteers -  is always based on a 
ten-year pathway for achieving zero emissions 
to show that a rapid transition is achievable 
and affordable, and will have many benefits for 
Australia.

Our unique approach has won us global 
recognition. This year Beyond Zero Emissions 
was ranked in the top 100 ‘Best Independent 
Think Tank’ in the world (one of only five 
Australian think tanks) by the Lauder Institute 
(University of Pennsylvania) in 2016. 

Our success is because of you. Thank you.
Vanessa Petrie 
 Chief Executive Officer

Phil Vernon 
Chair
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The Board
Phil Vernon (Chair)

David Hood AM 

Christina McPhail

Eytan Lenko

William Sandover

Tom Quinn

Colin Irving

About us

Beyond Zero Emissions is a volunteer led climate solutions think tank. 
We are a community of technology experts, scientists, researchers, 
communicators and concerned citizens who freely give our time and 
expertise so that a safe climate can be secured for all.

Our vision is for a zero emissions Australia.

Our mission is to show a zero emissions Australia is achievable and 
affordable now. We draw on the expertise of our volunteers to develop 
our research, communicate its outcomes and influence others.
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Zero Carbon Australia research plans

Rethinking Cement
The first report in the Zero Carbon Industry 
Plan focuses on cement. Cement production 
causes more emissions than any other 
manufacturing process – 8% of the world’s 
total. There is little focus from industry and 
government on how to decarbonise this 
important material. 

Rethinking Cement will start a constructive 
conversation on how Australia can lead the 
world in zero carbon cement.

Extensive research has been undertaken 
to identify global innovation in zero carbon 
cement. 

Our research benefited hugely from the 
advice and pro bono contributions from 
leading cement experts from across the world, 
including cutting-edge Australian researchers 
and companies. We are also indebted to our 
research volunteers. Around 20 volunteers, 
mostly young engineers, including eight interns 
from Monash University dedicated their time, 
expertise and good-will to this project.

The research was completed by the end of 
the year, and we had started to design the 
report and prepare for the national launch in 
Newcastle in August 2017. 

Early indications were of a high-level of interest 
from governments and industry.

We are grateful to the following people and 
organisations for supporting this work:

 z Pace Foundation

 z Stephen Whately

 z Melliodora Fund (sub-fund of Australian 
Communities Foundation)

 z Hamer Family Fund

 z Donations in memory of Jennifer Bates.

We are also grateful to WSP Parsons 
Brinckerhoff (a multinational engineering and 
design firm) for allowing one of their structural 
engineers to spend time on the research. 

This year the focus of the Zero Carbon Australia series was the Zero 
Carbon Industry Plan. The importance of industry as a source of emissions 
is under-appreciated and potential solutions rarely feature in public 
debate. The Zero Carbon Industry Plan aims to change that and catalyse 
discussion about how Australia can develop an industrial sector which is 
both free of emissions and globally successful.

The Zero Carbon Industry Plan will comprise four reports:

 z Rethinking Cement – how to develop a zero carbon cement industry

 z Electrifying Industry – how heat for industrial processes can be produced from zero emission 
sources

 z Making steel and metals without coal – describing the zero carbon steel industry of the future

 z Getting more from less – how we can reduce waste and be smarter about the way we use 
materials in a zero-carbon world.
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Electric Vehicles Report
The Electric Vehicles report analyses the 
transition to 100% electric vehicles in 
Australia within ten years, and finds that:

 z A shift to 100% electric vehicles would eliminate at least 
6% of Australia’s greenhouse emissions

 z Electric vehicles are more convenient

 z A rapid shift is realistic and affordable

 z Costs could be lowered if we adopt transport behaviours 

to reduce car ownership.

The Electric Vehicles Report was launched in Brisbane on 12 
August 2017, followed by events in Newcastle, Melbourne 
and Canberra. All events well received and attended, 
highlighting the huge community interest in electric 
vehicles. 

Speakers included Nobel Laureate Professor Peter Doherty, 
Her Excellency Unni Kløvstad (Norwegian Ambassador), 
ACT Minister Shane Rattenbury, Senator Janet Rice, Senator 
Larissa Waters, Hon Mark Bailey (Queensland minister for 
roads and energy) and Professor Penny Sackett (former 
Chief Scientist).

The launches generated good media coverage with major 
articles in the Australian Financial Review, The Courier Mail, 
The Guardian, The Newcastle Herald and The Canberra 
Times, and Michael Lord appeared in interviews on 2XX 
radio and WIN News TV. Michael was also invited to talk to 
senior managers at BP about the future of electric vehicles.

We would like to thank the Pace Foundation for its generous 
support of this report.
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Renewable Energy Superpower
The positive vision of the Renewable Energy Superpower report continues 
to be in demand. The report shows Australia’s renewable energy 
resources are greater than our fossil fuel reserves, and should be seen as 
the basis for Australia’s future prosperity in a low carbon world. 

In October BZE held a long-overdue launch of the report in Perth. The message must have gone 
down well as in the run up to the state election Michael Lord (BZE’s Head of Research) was invited 
to present the report at four more events in WA:

 z WA Climate Change, Health & Renewables 
forum, hosted by former Australian of 
the Year Professor Fiona Stanley with 
candidates from WA Labor and Greens, 
including Roger Cook (now Deputy 
Premier). [After the event Fiona said of BZE, 
“You guys are the answer!”.]

 z World Renewable Energy Congress at 
Murdoch University

 z WA Health, Energy and Climate Change 
Symposium

 z WA Climate Network meeting.

Michael also presented the report to the 
Newcastle Electrical Branch of Engineers 
Australia – an event attended by 300 engineers 
either in person or via video link.

ACT Transition Project
This year BZE successfully delivered its first consultancy, partnering with economics consultancy, 
Strategy.Policy.Research on a project for the ACT Government. The ACT has a target of zero net 
emissions by 2050, and the aim of the project was to assess how the ACT could meet this target in 
the buildings and energy sector.

Our contribution to the analysis drew on previous BZE research, particularly the Buildings Plan.

Richard Keech, one of the lead researchers on that plan, carried out much of the analysis for the 
project. The final project report was well-received by the ACT Government.



Zero Carbon Communities
Zero Carbon Communities empowers local communities to rapidly reduce 
their carbon emissions through implementing Beyond Zero Emissions’ 
Zero Carbon Australia research.

Our vision is for an ever-growing network of 
communities across Australia, working together 
to achieve zero carbon status.

The program leverages BZE’s volunteer-lead 
research model and globally recognised 
approach to developing climate solutions that 
are needed for rapid decarbonisation across all 
sectors of the economy.

In 2016-17 the program has grown from 
initial research, international engagement 
and partnership with Zero Emissions Byron 
- one of the most ambitious communities 
globally working towards decarbonisation. Our 
approach is to work with grassroots community 
groups to set zero emissions targets, develop 
baseline reports, identify potential project 
options and develop a local stationary energy 
transition strategy. 

With support from the Robert Hicks 
Foundation, managed by Equity Trustees and 
the Lord Mayors Charitable Foundation, Zero 
Carbon Communities joined forces with three 
Victorian communities and the associated 
community groups Baw Baw Sustainability 
Network, Renewable Energy Benalla and Clean 
Energy Nillumbik. Our collaboration leveraged 
local desire to act on climate change, draw on 
the enormous wealth of knowledge, experience 
and expertise in the community, to mobilise 
a local zero carbon transition from front line 

leaders influencing from the ground up.

Members of each community came together 
at the Clean Energy Conference in February 
to meet and begin a peer-to-peer learning 
process. Draft baseline reports were developed 
for each community and a workshop to identify 
potential project options was held in each 
community incorporating a range of guest 
speakers. Organisations represented at the 
workshops included: the Bendigo Sustainability 
Group, CORENA, enter shop, Mirboo North 
Community Energy Hub, Federation Uni, Totally 
Renewable Yackandanda, Strathbogie Hydro 
project, Ausnet Services and local Mayors, 

Councillors and council staff.  

Work began on the Zero Carbon Communities 
Guide as well as preparation to launch the 
information at the Global EcoCities Conference 
in collaboration with the three Victorian Zero 
Carbon Communities.  

Zero Carbon Communities also featured in the 
media, including a feature in the Australian 
Local Government Yearbook, ABC Gippsland 
interview with Imogen on 11 April, and 3CR 
interview with Imogen, Tiffany (Zero Emissions 
Byron) and core member of Nillumbik, Benalla 
and Baw Baw groups.

The first meeting of Clean Energy Nillumbik
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Engagement and Impact
BZE Radio
BZE Radio broadcasts to a large drive-time audience in the thousands 
every Monday and Friday in Melbourne, and podcasts nationally and 
globally on www.bze.org.au and other podcasting platforms. 

The Friday Climate Solutions Radio Show 
(aka the Technology Show) and the Monday 
Community Show takes the attitude that people 
are more empowered by learning of positive 
solutions as opposed to simply hearing the 
problem.  

Guests on the Solutions show have included 
Professor Blakers, Foundation Director of 
the Centre for Sustainable Energy Systems at 
the Australian National University, discussing 
pumped hydro, Dr Amanda Cahill, founder 
and director of the Centre for Social Change, 
discussing the future beyond coal and the need 
for empowerment and optimism.

The Community Show has brought a strong 
focus to land use and agriculture this year, 
featured programs included ‘Livestock 
methane - can it be kelped?’, ‘Land clearing and 
reforestation’ and ‘Climate Solutions are in our 
lands’.

Thank you to everybody on both the BZE radio 
research and production teams and to 3CR for 
hosting us.

Discussion Group
This year the BZE Discussion Group has hosted 
insightful and inspiring topics including Solar, 
Wind and Hydro for Latrobe Valley’, ‘The Cape 
– Victoria’s first climate adapted greenfield 
housing project’ and ‘Luke Osborne: Reposit 
Power CEO’.

The Discussion Group video recordings 
on Youtube at the BZE YouTube channel  
- https://www.youtube. com/channel/
UCp7dgLVRVgYbuArjZkjpdig  - continue to be 
popular.  Thank you to all our wonderful guest 
speakers and to the production team for such 
great resource, and to Melbourne University for 

hosting us.

Community Events
BZE volunteers continued to engage the 
community in climate solutions at community 
events and festivals throughout the year. Thank 
you to our volunteers for your expertise, time 
and passion.
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Teams, collaborators and partners

BZE Teams
A large part of BZE’s success is thanks to our large and passionate 
volunteer base. Our volunteer teams in different cities enable us to have 
a presence across Australia. BZE volunteers are engineers, scientists, 
students, planners, authors, producers and other professionals who carry 
out and support much of BZE’s research and public engagement. 

Donating time, energy and resources, volunteers organise and run launch events, liaise with 
media, run BZE’s Board, assist with fundraising, run monthly discussion groups, do research, 
produce two BZE radio shows every week, run information booths at conferences and community 
events, and speak at schools, rotary clubs and other groups on behalf of BZE.

We’d like to thank our community of volunteers and partners for their many and generous 
contributions to the BZE teams and events over the last year.

Partnerships and collaborations
 z We continued our partnership with 3CR 

Community Radio - producing Beyond Zero 
radio twice a week

 z Strategy.Policy.Research (economics 
consultancy) partnered with BZE on a 
project to help the ACT Government 
transition to zero emissions 

 z WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff generously 
donated one of their structural engineers 
for 30 days to carry out research for 
Rethinking Cement

 z Engineers Australia (Newcastle Electrical 
Branch) twice invited BZE to present our 
research to their members.

 z Doctors for Environment Australia 
and Conservation Council of Western 
Australia invited BZE to present in WA and 
generously paid for travel.

 z BZE became a founder member of TAKE2 
- Victoria’s collective pledge initiative to 
reach net zero emissions by 2050

 z Climate Action Network Australia – BZE 
increased our member level of CANA to 
‘committed’.

 z BZE became members of Zero Emissions 
Byron

 z We worked with Noosa Council to produce 
a baseline report of their emissions

 z Monash University Science Faculty’s 
student work placement program provided 
several young engineers who completed 
internships at BZE

 z The University of Melbourne generously 
continued to host the very popular monthly 
BZE public technical forum aka “BZE 
Discussion Group”
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Disclosures
Beyond Zero Emissions is currently in a dispute 
relating to a copyright matter with Fairfax, and 
we are in receipt of legal advice on the matter.

In February 2016 the security of Beyond 
Zero Emissions’ website and e-way payment 
portal was breeched, and a small number 
of fraudulent payments were made to BZE. 
This resulted in a bad debt of $5,045.45, 
representing the repayment Beyond Zero 
Emissions made to e-way. BZE neither gained 
nor lost money.

Following the attack, the password was 
changed and the situation was disclosed to 
eway. It was decided to close the eway account 
to reduce risk and streamline our donor 
systems, and donors using this system were 
asked to move to paypal. 

























William Sandover
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Email: info@bze.org.au

Phone: (03) 9415 1301

Melbourne (Head Office) 
Ross House 
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